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lloenzyme that can oxidize water
photocatalytically: design, synthesis, and
characterization†

Ehider A. Polanco,‡a Laura V. Opdam,‡a Leonardo Passerini,b Martina Huber, b

Sylvestre Bonnet*a and Anjali Pandit *a

In nature, light-driven water oxidation (WO) catalysis is performed by photosystem II via the delicate

interplay of different cofactors positioned in its protein scaffold. Artificial systems for homogeneous

photocatalytic WO are based on small molecules that often have limited solubility in aqueous solutions.

In this work, we alleviated this issue and present a cobalt-based WO-catalyst containing artificial

metalloenzyme (ArM) that is active in light-driven, homogeneous WO catalysis in neutral-pH aqueous

solutions. A haem-containing electron transfer protein, cytochrome B5 (CB5), served to host a first-row

transition-metal-based WO catalyst, CoSalen (CoIISalen, where H2Salen = N,N0-bis(salicylidene)
ethylenediamine), thus producing an ArM capable of driving photocatalytic WO. The CoSalen ArM

formed a water-soluble pre-catalyst in the presence of [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 as photosensitizer and Na2S2O8

as the sacrificial electron acceptor, with photocatalytic activity similar to that of free CoSalen. During

photocatalysis, the CoSalen–protein interactions were destabilized, and the protein partially unfolded.

Rather than forming tens of nanometer sized CoOx nanoparticles as free CoSalen does under

photocatalytic WO conditions, the CB5 : CoSalen ArM showed limited protein cross-linking and remained

soluble. We conclude that a weak, dynamic interaction between a soluble cobalt species and apoCB5

was formed, which generated a catalytically active adduct during photocatalysis. A detailed analysis was

performed on protein stability and decomposition processes during the harsh oxidizing reaction

conditions of WO, which will serve for the future design of WO ArMs with improved activity and stability.
1. Introduction

In nature, the challenging reaction of light-driven water oxida-
tion (WO) catalysis is performed by photosystem II (PSII). In this
system, light capture and charge separation processes are
coupled with WO catalysis via different cofactors that are care-
fully positioned in a protein matrix.1,2 As water splitting is one of
the most attractive ways to achieve sustainable H2 production as
replacement for fossil fuels, the design of articial photo-
catalysts for water oxidation has generated tremendous interest
during the last two decades. Researchers have managed to
develop photocatalytic water oxidation systems based on small
molecules or macromolecules,3–6 but many of these compounds
are based on precious metals.7–11 Recently, a signicant variety
of earth-abundant metal complexes have been proposed as
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more sustainable and accessible water oxidation catalysts
(WOCs).4,12–16 Still, in homogeneous systems a major drawback
of most of these catalysts, whether based on abundant or scarce
metal, is their limited solubility in aqueous solutions.12,17

In this work, we present, to our knowledge, one of the rst
studies of cobalt-based WO-catalyst (WOC) containing articial
metalloenzymes (ArMs) capable of homogeneous WO photo-
catalysis. During evolution countless enzymes have developed,
approximately half of which are metalloproteins.18 The function
of metalloenzymes is dened by the properties of their metal
cofactors, which are carefully tuned by the protein environment
to drive a specic chemical reaction. This tuning leads to high
specicity and makes complex chemical reactions possible
under extraordinarily mild conditions.19,20 Those potential
advantages have led to the development of very active research
on ArMs,21–24 particularly in the eld of renewable energy.25–30

ArMs are being developed as potential greener alternatives to
different reactions such as O2 reduction, cyclopropanation, or
the Diels–Alder reaction, which can be obtained in muchmilder
conditions compared to classical chemical synthesis, and in
aqueous solvents.31–42 Of the two half-reactions of water split-
ting, i.e., water oxidation and proton reduction,3,43–46 the
oxidation of water remains the most challenging, both
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 General scheme for the production of photoactive CB5 : CoSalen artificial proteins. HoloCB5 (left, PDB 1CYO), and apoCB5 binding
CoSalen (right, model created using protein visualization software YASARA).55
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kinetically and thermodynamically. Various photoactive ArMs
based on modied hydrogenases, avodoxin, or myoglobin,
have been designed that can drive H2 evolution under light
irradiation.25,47,48 However, examples of ArMs that can catalyse
O2 evolution are scarce49–51 and only a few cases have been re-
ported of ArMs capable of inducing chemical or photo-
electrochemical WO catalysis.48,50,51 Extreme redox chemistry is
required in PSII to photocatalyse WO.52 In fact, nature did not
nd a solution to prevent protein damage during this reaction
and in plants, for example, the protein unit at the active site of
PSII is replaced about every hour.53 Rational design of WOC
ArMs calls for a systematic study of photostability and of
possible side reactions occurring during photocatalytic WO
with ArMs, as the harsh oxidative reaction conditions necessary
to drive this reaction are expected to be detrimental to the
protein scaffold.

Recently, we reported on the use of semi-native gel electro-
phoresis to study the interaction between haem proteins and
small-molecule WOCs.54 Our study led to the selection of
a protein–WOC couple comprising cytochrome B5 (CB5), an
electron-transfer protein, and the earth-abundant WOC [CoII-

Salen], where H2Salen = N,N0-bis(salicylidene)ethylenediamine,
to form an articial protein (Fig. 1). Now, we report on the
ability of CB5 : CoSalen ArMs to drive homogeneous WO in
photocatalytic conditions using [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 as photosen-
sitizer and Na2S2O8 as sacricial electron acceptor. Moreover,
we show that the ArMs prevent the formation of Co nano-
particles during photocatalysis and form a water-soluble
protein–catalyst system. Finally, we present a detailed analysis
of the stability and decomposition pathways of this ArM as a key
step towards understanding side reactions that may occur when
ArMs are exposed to severe oxidizing reaction conditions.

2. Results
2.1 Preparation and binding stoichiometries

To prepare the CB5 : CoSalen ArM, the haem cofactor of CB5
was removed using Teale's method (see ESI, Section B†). This
method consists of dissociating haem by lowering the pH of the
protein solution to 2 and removing it with 2-butanone. This step
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
was followed by a buffer exchange to 20 mM NaPi (sodium
phosphate) at pH 8.0, rst via dialysis and then by a desalting
column. Then, two different ArMs samples were prepared by
reacting the resulting apo protein (apoCB5) with either 1 or 5
equivalents (eq.) of CoSalen at 4 °C. The effective stoichiometry
of the isolated samples, i.e., the CB5 : CoSalen molar ratio of the
ArM, was determined experimentally using inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) for measuring the metal
concentration, and a BCA kit (bicinchoninic acid kit) for
quantifying the protein concentration. For the sample prepared
with 1 eq. of CoSalen, the nal apoCB5 : CoSalen ratio varied
from 1 : 0.6 to 1 : 0.8, while for those prepared with 5 eq.
CoSalen, the nal apoCB5 : CoSalen ratio was 1 : 4. Throughout
the manuscript these ArMs will be referred to as ArM1 and
ArM2, respectively. As a control, samples were prepared by
reacting the holoCB5 protein (i.e., the protein still bearing its
haem cofactor) with 5 eq. CoSalen; these samples will be
referred to as ArM3. They had a CB5 : CoSalen ratio of 1 : 2.7,
indicating that up to 3 CoSalen could bind. To investigate
whether the different ArM samples showed a dynamic equilib-
rium of bound and unbound CoSalen or static attachment of
the metal complexes, ArM2 samples were passed three times
over a microspin Bio-Rad P6 column, and the apoCB5 : CoSalen
ratio was measured aer each passage. The ratio did not vary
signicantly between measurements (Table S1†), which was
a clear indication that all CoSalen molecules were stably
attached to the protein scaffold. Taken together, the results
suggest that CoSalen may bind both to the haem binding site
and to alternative, yet undened, CB5 binding sites.
2.2 Spectroscopic characterization

The puried CB5 : CoSalen samples were characterized by UV-
vis spectroscopy (Fig. 2A–C). In each CB5 : CoSalen sample
spectral characteristics of both CB5 (p–p* bands) and CoSalen
(d–d and MLCT bands) were observed. Upon interacting with
apo- or holoCB5, small shis compared to the free CoSalen
complex from 368 nm to 377 nm in the d–d band were observed,
as well as a red-shi of the MLCT band from 235 nm to 257 nm.
Both shis indicated a change in the coordination environment
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609 | 3597



Fig. 2 UV-vis (A–C) and CD (D–F) spectra from left to right, ArM1 (A and D), ArM2 (B and E) and ArM3 (C and F). In each spectrum, ArM1 (orange),
ArM2 (red), ArM3 (pink), holoCB5 (blue), apoCB5 (black), and CoSalen (grey). In the UV-vis spectra, the spectra of apoCB5 and holoCB5 were
normalized to match the protein concentration determined for the CB5 : CoSalen sample in the same panel, and the spectra of the CoSalen
cofactor alone were normalized to the cobalt concentration in the CB5 : CoSalen sample.
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of the metal complex suggesting that CoSalen had indeed been
coordinated to CB5 in the case of ArM1 and ArM2. In ArM3 the
shi in the MLCT band was also observed, indicating that
coordination of CoSalen has taken place, the d–d band was
hidden under the haem Soret-peak. As seen in Fig. 2C, the
binding of CoSalen to holoCB5 in ArM3 did not lead to loss of
the coordinated haem, as the haem Soret band at 413 nm and Q
bands at 532 nm and 560 nm were unaffected. The binding of
CoSalen to both apo- and holoCB5 was further investigated by
electron spray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS, see
Fig. S3†). As previously observed,54 a peak characteristic of the
apoCB5 protein (mass = 10 093 Da, calculated (calc) mass = 10
093 Da), as well as a peak characteristic of apoCB5 binding 1
CoSalen (mass = 10 417 Da, calc = 10 418 Da), was observed for
ArM1, while for ArM2, more peaks appeared, indicating that up
to 3 CoSalen complexes were bound to apoCB5 (mass = 11
066 Da, calc mass = 11 068 Da). This number is lower than the
binding ratio determined via ICP-MS, probably due to the
denaturing conditions employed during ESI-MS that can result
in the release of CoSalen from the protein. The ArM3 control
samples prepared from holoCB5 and 5 eq. of CoSalen showed
peaks corresponding to apoCB5 (mass = 10 093 Da), apoCB5 :
CoSalen 1 : 1 (mass = 10 417 Da), and apoCB5 : CoSalen 1 : 2
(mass = 10 741 Da, calc mass = 10 743 Da). No binding of haem
was observed, suggesting that the histidine–haem interactions
did not survive the conditions of the ESI-MS analysis and that
the apoCB5–CoSalen interaction is stronger. Release of haem
under ESI-MS conditions was also observed in holoCB5 (data
not shown).

Circular dichroism (CD) was used to determine the inuence
of CoSalen binding on protein folding (Fig. 2D–F). To visualise
3598 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609
the protein structure, homology models of both proteins apo-
and holoCB5 were generated using the Swiss Model soware
(Fig. 3).56–60 HoloCB5 contains a beta-sheet core and 5 alpha
helices, 4 of which frame the haem binding pocket. Haem is
coordinated by two histidines, H44 and H68, coordinated in an
axial position to iron. According to the homology models, upon
haem removal, the alpha-helical character around the binding
site was lost,61 while the beta-sheet core remained mostly
intact.62

The CD spectrum of apoCB5 contained a mixture of beta-
sheet, unfolded strand, and alpha-helix character (Fig. 2) as
expected from the computed structure shown in Fig. 3.63 In
ArM1 a slight loss of alpha-helical character occurred with
respect to apoCB5, while the alpha-helical contribution was
further reduced for ArM2, which binds more CoSalen per
protein than ArM1 (Fig. 2D). The CD spectrum of ArM3 was
found to be very similar to that of ArM1 (Fig. 2F) indicating that
a signicant loss of alpha-helical fold also occurs upon binding
of CoSalen to holoCB5. The changes in the protein secondary
structures compared to apoCB5, observed for all ArMs, indicate
that CoSalen binding has a destabilizing effect on the protein
structure.

As the protein scaffold contains a single, uorescent tryp-
tophan residue (W27) located near one of the coordinating
histidines (H20, see Fig. S4†), steady-state uorescence spec-
troscopy was also used to analyse the interaction between
CoSalen and apoCB5 in the ArM samples. The uorescence
emission of tryptophan varies from 330 nm to 350 nm,
depending on the hydrophobicity of its local environment.64

Inside redox proteins for example, tryptophan can be involved
in electron transfer reactions, and its uorescence ngerprint
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Homologymodel of holoCB5 (A) and apoCB5 (B) showing each histidine explicitly (the homology models were prepared as detailed in ESI
Section A†).
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has been used to study excitation energy transfer and redox
reactions in biological systems.65–67 In addition, some transition
metals have been reported to quench uorescence emission in
proteins.68–74 The effect of CoSalen binding on the tryptophan
uorescence of CB5 is shown in Fig. 4. The maximum emission
of W27 from apoCB5 was found at 340 nm. The uorescence in
holoCB5 was quenched with respect to apoCB5, which is
a known consequence of the paramagnetic iron centre of the
haem porphyrin acting as an emission quencher.75,76 Similarly,
the emission of ArM2 was less intense than that of ArM1, which
was less intense than that of apoCB5 at 340 nm. We consider
this observation to be a consequence of W27 uorescence
quenching by the bound cobalt complex, which was conrmed
by a titration experiment, following the peak at 415 nm, which
originates from the presence of CoSalen (Fig. S5†). We further
Fig. 4 Plot of steady-state fluorescence emission of the W27 residue
in apoCB5 (black), holoCB5 (blue), ArM1 (orange) and ArM2 (red) when
excited at 280 nm. Inlet: zoom of ArM2 adduct emission from 300 to
400 nm.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
noted a blueshi in the uorescence maxima of both ArM1 and
ArM2, compared to that of apoCB5 with maxima at 336 and
327 nm respectively. The uorescence characteristics spectra of
ArM1 and ArM2 resembled the characteristics of holoCB5 with
maxima at 337 nmmore closely than those for apoCB5, in terms
of low emission because of quenching and in terms of the blue-
shi of the maximum (Fig. 4). The observed blueshi reports an
increase in the hydrophobicity of the tryptophan environment,
especially for ArM2. The observations indicate that the uo-
rescence quenching of W27 is due to the presence of CoSalen
and suggest that binding of the complex provides W27 with
a more hydrophobic environment, which might be provided by
coordination of CoSalen to H20 located close to W27 (see
Fig. S4†).

Size exclusion chromatography multi-angle light scattering
(SEC-MALS) was used to analyse potential protein–protein
interactions in the cobalt ArMs (Fig. 5). Apo- and holoCB5 were
both found to be primarily monomeric. ArM1 was essentially
monomeric, and minor fractions of dimers and octamers were
observed. For ArM2 the monomeric peak was still the major
Fig. 5 SEC-MALS analysis of holoCB5 (blue), apoCB5 (black), ArM2
(red) and ArM1 (orange). The assignment of the aggregation state of
each peak, based on MALS data (not shown), is indicated in the figure.

Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609 | 3599
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species, and in addition, a signicant population of multimers
was found. Overall, reaction of 1 eq. of the CoSalen complex
with apoCB5 (producing ArM1) appears to alter to a minor
extent the aggregation state of the protein, while the addition of
5 equivalents of CoSalen (producing ArM2) led to signicant
multimerization, whichmay result from the coordination of two
exterior histidine residues of two different proteins to the same
CoSalen complex.
2.3 Binding location and oxidation state of CoSalen bound
to CB5

Haem metalloproteins typically bind metal-based cofactors via
histidine residues.77 To better characterize the binding site of
CoSalen to CB5, histidine side chain-focused 15N–1H hetero-
nuclear single quantum coherence spectroscopy (HSQC) NMR
with a large spectral window (LSW HSQC) was performed on
apoCB5, ArM1 and ArM2. As shown in the homology models in
Fig. 3, CB5 contains 5 histidine residues: two in the haem
binding pocket, H44 and H68, and three on the protein exterior,
H20, H31 and H85. Site-directed mutagenesis of the outer
histidine residues of apoCB5 was rst used for their assignment
(Tables S2 and S3†). In this manner, the “outer residues” H31
and H85, as well as binding pocket residues H44 and H68 could
be assigned in the LSW HSQC spectrum. H20 was not observed
in the LSW HSQC spectrum. The pKa value of each histidine
residue in apoCB5 was determined using a 5-point pH titration
from pH 6 to 8 (Fig. S6†). The chemical shis obtained were
tted using eqn (1)
Fig. 6 LSW 15N–1H HSQC NMR of apoCB5 (black), ArM1 ((A) orange) and
S2 and S3,† with the labelling of the histidine ring as in C.

3600 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609
dobs ¼ dL þ dHL � 10pH�pKa

1þ 10pH�pKa
(1)

in which dobs is the observed chemical shi and dL and dHL are
the limiting chemical shis of the deprotonated and protonated
states, respectively. Data tting led to a pKa of 6.4 for H31 and
6.7 for both binding pocket histidines H44 and H68, while H85
was not affected by the change in pH over the measured range.
LSW HSQC spectra for ArM1 and ArM2 were collected. For
ArM1, the peak intensities of H44 and H68 decreased, while two
upeld-shied peaks emerged (Fig. 6A). For ArM2, both histi-
dine peaks corresponding to the H44 and H68 of the binding
pocket, as well as the H31 peaks, were shied upeld, while the
original peaks present in apoCB5 disappeared (Fig. 6B). The
observed peak shis for apoCB5 samples reacted with CoSalen
differed from the shis measured during pKa measurements,
thus excluding that the former would be caused by a change in
the protonation state of the histidine residues (Fig. S6† and 6).
In other words, the NMR results indicate that for ArM1, coor-
dination of CoSalen with H44 and H68 took place in the binding
pocket, while for ArM2, additional coordination of CoSalen to
H31 took place. Since the two peaks assigned to H44/H68
moved together upon titration with CoSalen, we hypothesize
that they are coordinating CoSalen in the same manner, so that
CoSalen is hexacoordinated in the apoCB5 binding pocket
between H44, H68 and Salen2−. It should be noted here that
while no change in the NMR chemical shis was observed for
H85, and H20 remained invisible in all NMR spectra, ICP-MS
data (see above) indicated that up to 4 CoSalen complexes
ArM2 ((B) red). Peak assignments are shown in the figure and in Tables

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 Low-temperature EPR spectra of CoSalen complex in solution and complexed with apoCB5. (A) CoSalen in aqueous buffer (solid line,
black) and simulation as Co(II) S = 3/2 (dashed line, grey). (B) CoSalen in chloroform (solid line) and simulation as Co(II) S = 1/2 (dashed line). (C)
CoSalen complexed with apoCB5, ArM2 ratio (red) and apoCB5 (black). (D) CoSalen complexedwith apoCB5, ArM2 ratio (red) and after reduction
with ascorbic acid (black). Signals in (C) are attributed to cavity background and spurious paramagnetic impurities. For details on experimental
parameters and simulations, see ESI.†
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bind to CB5 in ArM2, which suggests that H85 and H20 may in
fact also bind to cobalt.

The NMR spectra of the CB5 : CoSalen ArMs suggest
a diamagnetic Co(III) oxidation state, since for a paramagnetic
state NMR line broadening or strong downeld shis upon
binding of His to cobalt are expected, which was not observed
(Fig. 6 and S7†). Continuous wave EPR was performed to
determine the oxidation state of CoSalen in ArM1 and ArM2.
EPR of CoSalen in solution was also measured, both in aqueous
buffer and in chloroform (Fig. 7A and B). In an aqueous envi-
ronment, CoSalen was found to be high spin Co(II)78,79 (S = 3/2),
while in chloroform the complex was found to be in the low spin
Co(II) state (S = 1/2).80 This difference may be related to the
presence of some Cl− in chloroform, which may coordinate
CoSalen axially, introducing a stronger ligand eld. The spectra
acquired for ArM2 (Fig. 7C and D), with cobalt concentrations
comparable to those used for the free CoSalen, did not give any
EPR signal attributable to cobalt species (Fig. 7C and D, red
spectrum), despite the use of signal enhancing conditions (e.g.
high power, high modulation amplitude, low temperature). We,
therefore, speculate that CoSalen is in the EPR silent Co(III) state
when bound to CB5. To test this theory ArM2 was subjected to
reduction by ascorbic acid before re-measuring an EPR spec-
trum (Fig. 7D, black spectrum). In this case, the spectrum
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
resembled the one obtained for the CoSalen dissolved in the
NaPi buffer of a high spin Co(II) state (Fig. 7A). Aer a chroma-
tography step that would remove any unbound CoSalen, ICP-MS
showed cobalt concentrations compatible with CB5 being fully
complexed by CoSalen, proving that the Co-EPR signal observed
aer reduction derives from CoSalen bound to CB5. In
conclusion, the EPR results are fully consistent with the picture
that CoSalen is bound to CB5 in the diamagnetic Co(III) oxida-
tion state, in agreement with NMR data.
2.4 Water oxidation photoactivity of CB5 : CoSalen samples

Once characterized, the capacity of the ArMs to oxidize water
photocatalytically was tested in the presence of [Ru(bpy)3](-
ClO4)2 as photosensitizer (PS) and Na2S2O8 as sacricial elec-
tron acceptor (SA) in a sodium phosphate buffer (80 mM) at pH
7.5 (for full experimental setup, see ESI†). Fig. 8 represents the
O2 evolution of free CoSalen, apoCB5 (control), ArM1, ArM2,
and ArM3, a control without catalyst is shown in Fig. S8.† As
a reference, the O2 evolution activity of free CoSalen was also
recorded under identical photocatalytic conditions. Free CoSa-
len produced 5.57 ± 0.85 mmol of O2 over 120 min irradiation
(grey trace, Fig. 8A). Aerwards, the photoactivity of apoCB5 was
tested. With this sample no oxygen production was observed,
indicating that this protein was not capable of catalysing such
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609 | 3601



Fig. 8 Photocatalytic O2 evolution by ArM1 (orange), ArM2 (red), ArM3 (pink), apoCB5 (black) and free CoSalen (grey). Conditions: [catalyst] 50
mM in Co, [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 0.3 mM, Na2S2O8 5 mM, 80 mM NaPi pH 7.5, 25 °C, 450 nm LED (18–19 mW). For apoCB5, the reported
concentration is the protein concentration (50 mM) (A). O2 evolution activity of ArM2 (B). The sample was irradiated for a total of 240 min.
Irradiation started at t = 0 min. For the first run (black) the sample was irradiated with 450 nm LED (18–19 mW) in photocatalytic conditions:
[catalyst] 50 mM in Co, [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 0.3 mM and Na2S2O8 5 mM, 80 mM NaPi pH 7.5, 25 °C. After 120 min, irradiation was stopped and more
[Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 and Na2S2O8 were added (same concentrations, dotted line). After the addition of another identical quantity of PS and SA,
a second run (red) was started and the sample was irradiated for another 120 min. All experiments were performed in duplo. Data were fitted
using OriginPro software. For raw data of panel (A), see Fig. S9 in ESI.†
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a reaction (black trace, Fig. 8A). For the sample containing ArM1
as a catalyst, no O2 production was detectable either (orange
trace, Fig. 8A). In contrast, the sample containing ArM2 was
found to be catalytically active producing 4.24 ± 0.24 mmol of
oxygen with a turnover number (TON) of 24 (red trace, Fig. 8A,
Table 1). This performance was comparable, in terms of
stability, with that of free CoSalen (TON 31, Table 1), but the
maximal turnover frequency (TOFmax) of ArM2 (0.63 min−1) was
approximately half compared to that of CoSalen (1.36 min−1)
(Table 1). As will be discussed below, the combined results
suggest that ArM2 carries one, inactive, CoSalen in the haem
binding pocket and up to three additional CoSalens bound to
the exterior His, implying that maximal 3 out of 4 CoSalen per
protein are active. ArM3 generated less O2 (pink trace, Fig. 8A),
as characterized by a twice lower TON of 16, but only a slightly
lower TOFmax of 0.55 min−1 (Table 1). To our knowledge, these
results are the rst demonstrations that articial proteins can
perform photocatalytic water oxidation. However, the mecha-
nism of such a reaction is far from obvious, and the question of
whether the CoSalen–protein complex stayed intact under
photocatalytic conditions, remained fully open at this stage.
Table 1 The photoactivity of CoSalen in different systemsa

Sample O2 produced
b (mmol) TO

apoCB5 — —
Free CoSalen 5.57 � 0.85 31.
ArM1 — —
ArM2 4.24 � 0.24 24.
ArM3 2.72 � 0.15 15.

a Conditions: PS = 0.3 mM [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2, SA = 5 mM Na2S2O8, [cat.] =
7.5. b Value calculated as in eqn (S1) at 120 min using the [Co] from IC
photocatalysis. d Value obtained according to eqn (2) (Page S7).

3602 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609
Loss of the cobalt could lead to catalysis performed by cobalt
nanoparticles or some form of cobalt-bound protein species.

Finally, to test whether the TON of ArM2 was limited by the
lifetime of the ArM or that of the photosensitizer or sacricial
agent, the photocatalysis was continued by the addition of fresh
PS and SA aer the activity of a rst photocatalytic run had
ceased (Fig. 8B). The addition of fresh PS and SA did lead to
a continuation of the oxygen production, though the amount
generated was signicantly lower than that of the initial run. No
precipitation was observed in the solution during the second
run. Overall, this experiment proved that the activity of ArM2
was limited essentially by the PS and/or SA as is the case for free
CoSalen,81 but suggested that the ArM was affected in such
conditions.

2.5 Nanoparticle formation and ligand release

To test the stability of ArM2 under photocatalytic conditions,
ICP-MS analysis was performed for samples at different irradi-
ation time points, i.e., before, and aer 0.5 min, 3 min, and
120 min irradiation in the presence of sacricial agent and
photosensitizer (Fig. S10†). Each sample was run over a size
Nb TOFmax
c QYO2

d

— —
80 � 4.83 1.36 � 0.03 0.073 � 0.001

— —
25 � 1.35 0.63 � 0.07 0.036 � 0.004
54 � 0.84 0.55 � 0.09 0.032 � 0.004

50 mM in Co, LED = 450 nm, 18–19 mW, 25 °C, 3.5 mL, 80 mM NaPi pH
P-MS as catalyst concentration. c TOFmax = max value of TOF during

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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exclusion microspin Bio-Rad P6 column to remove any released
or loosely attached small-molecule CoSalen. The initial
apoCB5 : CoSalen stoichiometry of ArM2 was 1 : 4.0 (see above),
yet aer 3 min of irradiation in the presence of PS and SA, this
number dropped to 1 : 1.2, indicating that only one cobalt per
protein remained rmly attached, i.e. withstanding the washing
step during column purication. Aer 120 min of irradiation,
the average number of CoSalen per CB5 had dropped to 0.2,
suggesting that little cobalt was rmly attached to the protein
scaffold. Overall, the ICP-MS data revealed that most CoSalen–
protein interactions were destabilized within 10 min of blue
light irradiation. Since water oxidation activity continued for
approximately 120 min, we suspect that the photo catalytically
active compound is not the original apoCB5 : CoSalen adduct
(see Discussion).

For photocatalytic water oxidation using free CoSalen as
catalyst, [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 as photosensitizer, and Na2S2O8 as
sacricial electron acceptor, it is known that the molecular
complex CoSalen is a pre-catalyst of the catalytically active
species and that the activity of this system can be ascribed to
a mixture of cobalt oxide and cobalt hydroxide nano-
particles.16,81 To investigate if such nanoparticles were also
formed in our articial protein system during photocatalysis,
dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis was performed on
Fig. 9 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis for ArM2 and free
CoSalen samples, kept in the dark or irradiated with blue light. Y-Axis
indicates the percentage of the number of particles. All samples
contained 50 mMCoSalen, either free or bound to CB5, in 80 mMNaPi
pH 7.5 buffer. The following distributions can be observed: ArM2
directly after the addition of PS and SA (A), ArM2 + PS + SA after
120 min incubation in the dark (B), ArM2 + PS + SA after 120 min
irradiation (C), ArM2 alone (D), free CoSalen + PS + SA kept in the dark
(E), and free CoSalen + PS + SA after 120min irradiation (F). Conditions:
[Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 (PS); 0.3 mM, Na2S2O8 (SA):5 mM, T = 25 °C, light
source 450 nm, 18–19 mV.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
photocatalytic mixtures containing ArM1, ArM2, ArM3, or free
CoSalen as catalyst, [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 and Na2S2O8 in a phos-
phate buffer solution at pH 7.5. Samples were measured three
times: (i) at t = 0, (ii) aer keeping the mixture in the dark for
120 min, and (iii) aer blue light irradiation for 120 min (Fig. 9
and S18†).

The sample containing free CoSalen, PS and SA kept in the
dark formed small nanoparticles of around 1–2 nm. Aer light
irradiation for 120 min, the formation of much larger nano-
particles was detected, characterized by an average diameter of
47 nm. The behaviour of the ArM samples containing PS and SA
was rather different. Before and aer irradiation, the particle
size was around 2 nm, which is the size of the CB5 protein
determined by DLS, indicating that contrary to the free molec-
ular catalyst, for the ArMs no large nanoparticles had formed
upon irradiation. To test if intact H2Salen ligandsmay be part of
the soluble species present in solutions aer photocatalysis,
a high-resolution mass spectrum (HR-MS) was measured in the
positive mode to detect small molecules. Two solutions in the
presence of [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 and Na2S2O8 aer 120 min irra-
diation were analysed: (a) ArM2 and (b) free CoSalen (Fig. S11
and S12†). UnboundH2Salen ligand was observed (m/z= 268) in
the solutions for each case upon light irradiation in the pres-
ence of ruthenium photosensitizer and electron acceptor,
indicating that in both cases of free CoSalen, and of the active
ArM2 catalyst, the H2Salen ligand had been released within
120 min irradiation.
2.6 Stability of the CB5 : CoSalen in the presence of
a photosensitizer (PS) and sacricial electron acceptor (SA)

The photostability of the ArM samples was rst studied in the
absence of PS and SA. The UV-vis spectrum of a solution con-
taining 50 mM of either ArM1 or ArM2 in 80 mM phosphate
buffer at pH 7.5 was recorded vs. time under constant irradia-
tion with a 450 nm light source (Fig. S13A and B†). Aer 120min
of continuous irradiation, the spectra of both samples did not
show any visible changes. In addition, high-resolution mass
spectra of the above samples, measured aer irradiation,
showed the presence of CoSalen (m/z = 325.04) and the
complex : protein adduct (i.e. m/z= 869 for ArM1 sample andm/
z= 1230 for ArM2) and no trace of the free Salen ligand could be
identied (Fig. S14 and S15†). In addition, semi-native and
denaturing gel electrophoresis analysis of the irradiated ArM1
and ArM2 samples showed the stability of the protein under
irradiation (Fig. S13C†). Overall, we concluded that when no PS
and no SA was present the ArM1 and ArM2 samples were stable
under blue light irradiation. The next step consisted of studying
the protein–cobalt adduct integrity in the presence of the PS and
SA. Fluorescence emission spectroscopy was employed to
determine if ArM1 and ArM2 were also stable upon irradiation
in the presence of the PS and SA in 80 mM NaPi pH 7.5 buffer
(Fig. 10). The irradiated samples, containing ArM1 or ArM2 in
the presence of PS and SA, were compared with the samples
before irradiation. Upon irradiation, aer one photocatalytic
run, the tryptophan uorescence emission of either the ArM1 or
the ArM2 sample was no longer visible. This result suggested
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609 | 3603



Fig. 10 Tryptophan fluorescence emission spectrum of ArM samples
before and after photocatalysis under irradiation by a 450 nm LED at
18–19 mW. ApoCB5 (black), ArM1 + PS + SA before (orange) and after
photocatalysis (grey-dashed) (A). ApoCB5 (black), ArM2 + PS + SA
before (red) and after photocatalysis (grey-dashed) (B). Inset: detailed
view of ArM2 adduct emission from 300 to 400 nm before and after
catalysis. Excitation: 280 nm. Conditions: PS = 0.3 mM [Ru(bpy)3](-
ClO4)2, SA= 5mMNa2S2O8, [cat.]= 50 mM in Co, 25 °C, 3.5mL, 80mM
NaPi pH 7.5.
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that under the oxidizing conditions of photocatalysis, chemical/
structural changes did occur at the W27 site. ESI-MS spectra of
ArM1, ArM2, ArM3 and apoCB5 were measured in the presence
of PS and SA, directly aer sample preparation or following
120 min incubation in the dark. The spectra of the samples
before and aer incubation in the dark were found to be quite
similar (Fig. S16†). To study the effect of PS and SA on the
protein in the dark, gel electrophoresis was employed.

On SDS PAGE (Fig. S17†) ArM1 alone runs at the same height
as apoCB5. However, on semi-native gel (Fig. S17†) two pop-
ulations could be distinguished, one running at the height of
apoCB5 and one running below, the latter being assigned as
reacted CB5 : CoSalen.54 The mass spectrum and SDS PAGE of
the solution containing ArM3 looked very similar to ArM1. The
sample containing ArM2, on the other hand, showed a ladder of
multimers on semi-native gel in accordance with SEC-MALS
(Fig. 5). The multimer bands observed in the semi-native gel
of ArM2 (Fig. S17B,† lane 2, le image) did not show on the
denaturing gel (Fig. S17B,† lane 2, right), as they did not with-
stand the denaturing conditions in the presence of SDS and b-
mercaptoethanol. In contrast, SDS PAGE of ArM2 samples taken
directly aer the addition of PS and SA to the solution
(Fig. S17B,† lane 3), also showed bands of dimers and trimers
3604 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609
on denaturing gel, and further aggregation, seen as fading of
the monomer band, was observed aer 120 min dark incuba-
tion with PS and SA (Fig. S17B,† lane 4, right). This observation
suggests a limited cross-linking effect of PS and SA on the CB5
protein observed aer dark incubation (see Discussion section
below). With the ArM1 sample, multimers were only observed
on denaturing gel aer 120 min incubation with PS and SA in
the dark. For ArM3, the cross-linking effect was not observed.

To investigate the photostability of our most active articial
system, ArM2 was studied aer irradiation in the presence of PS
and SA. Both mass spectroscopy and gel electrophoresis were
performed (Fig. S18†), the samples were tested aer 0 to 2.5 min
of irradiation. In the chromatogram of the C4 column attached
to the mass spectrometer, ArM2 was observed, though the peak
became broader and less intense as irradiation time increased.
However, in the deconvoluted spectrum, signals for the
complex : protein adduct were no longer observed, because the
sample did not ionize anymore even aer only 10 s of irradia-
tion (data not shown), indicating that irradiation in the pres-
ence of PS and SA had a signicant effect on the protein. Semi-
native gel electrophoresis (Fig. S18B†) showed protein mono-
mer, dimer, and trimer bands prior to irradiation. Aer only 5
seconds of irradiation, the bands faded, indicating an effect on
the protein stability and a change in its charge upon irradiation
in the presence of PS and SA, which is in line with the mass
spectrometry results. On denaturing SDS PAGE (Fig. S18C†) the
protein before irradiation showed a monomer band, while aer
the addition of PS and SA and 5 s irradiation, a ladder of mul-
timers could be observed, revealing a cross-linking effect as was
observed aer dark incubation. In other words, 450 nm light
irradiation in the presence of PS and SA affected the protein
charge and stability even aer just 5 seconds of irradiation.

The visibility of the protein signals in mass spectrometry and
gel electrophoresis decreased aer light irradiation in the
presence of PS and SA. To gain a better view of the photo-
catalytic multimerization process, SEC-MALS was employed on
ArM2 alone and in the presence of PS and SA, either kept in the
dark or irradiated for 0.5 min and 120 min (Fig. 11). Compared
to ArM2 alone, the sample kept in the dark with PS and SA
contained a much smaller monomeric population and the
population size of aggregates was increased.

Aer irradiation of ArM2 in the presence of PS and SA for
0.5 min or 120 min, the band of monomeric protein eluted
slower, because of an increase in the protein mass (see Section
2.7). Furthermore, both in samples aer 0.5 min and 120 min of
irradiation, the major multimer populations corresponded to
dimers and trimers, while in samples kept in the dark a much
more uniform distribution of population sizes was observed.
Finally, CD was used to observe the secondary structure of the
protein aer photocatalysis (Fig. 12). PS and SA were removed
from the sample before the CD measurements using a Corning
concentrator with a 5 kDa molecular weight cut-off (MWCO).
The observed CD spectrum aer photocatalysis showed a loss of
alpha-helical character, and an increase in unfolded character,
while some beta-sheet character remains. The data shows that
while the exposure to light in the presence of PS and SA had
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 11 UV-vis absorbance at 280 nm during SEC-MALS analysis of samples containing ArM2 (50 mM) alone (red) and after combination with
[Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 (0.3 mM) and Na2S8O4 (5 mM) and either kept in the dark (purple) or irradiated for 0.5 min (blue) or 120 min (yellow) at 450 nm
(18–90 mV) in the photoreactor setup (see ESI† for the detailed setup). Full chromatograms are shown in panel (A). An enlarged view of the
protein elution range with the aggregation state of each peak determined from MALS (data not shown) is shown in panel (B).

Fig. 12 Circular dichroism (CD) analysis of ArM2 (red), holoCB5 (blue),
apoCB5 (black), free CoSalen (grey) and ArM2 after irradiation in the
presence of 0.3 mM [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 and 5 mM Na2S2O8 after puri-
fication to remove small molecules (yellow).
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a signicant and rapid effect on the protein, it nonetheless
remained intact, soluble, and partially folded.
2.7 Protein association with a breakdown product of the
photosensitizer

Samples of ArM2 + PS + SA that were either kept in the dark or
had been irradiated, were puried over a Bio-Rad P6 spin
column to remove small molecules. The samples that were kept
dark were observed to be virtually colourless, while the samples
that had been irradiated were orange in colour. We, therefore,
suspected either aggregation of the orange, ruthenium con-
taining, PS, or an association of the PS or a breakdown product
thereof with ArM2. To investigate this phenomenon, ruthenium
and cobalt concentration measurements by ICP-MS were
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
recorded aer purication of the sample over a microspin Bio-
Rad P6 column with a 6 kDa MWCO that removed all small
molecules, i.e., excess of PS and SA. These measurements
revealed that while the concentration of cobalt decreased in the
ArM2 sample during photocatalysis, the concentration of
ruthenium increased considerably, giving a CB5 : ruthenium
ratio of 1 : 1 aer 0.5 min of light irradiation. The presence of
ruthenium in the puried samples indicated that either
a ruthenium-containing aggregate with a molecular weight
larger than 6 kDa was formed during irradiation of ArM2 in the
presence of PS and SA, or that a ruthenium species got rmly
attached to apoCB5.

A UV-vis spectrum was measured for the microspin Bio-Rad
P6-puried sample to determine the spectral characteristics of
this orange material. As shown in Fig. 13, a characteristic
absorbance maximum around 450 nm was observed, which is
characteristic for [Ru(bpy)3]

2+. Since the orange material was
observed aer purication aer irradiation of the sample in the
presence of PS and SA, while ArM2 exposed to PS and SA in the
dark was essentially colourless aer purication, the bound
ruthenium was hypothesized to be a breakdown product of the
PS. To determine if the observed ruthenium species was an
aggregate of photosensitizer-derived breakdown product, or if
a breakdown product of the photosensitizer had indeed
attached to the protein, SEC-MALS was used to monitor the co-
elution of the protein and the ruthenium species. This was done
by monitoring the UV-vis absorbance of the sample during
elution of the SEC column at 280 nm, where both the protein
and the ruthenium species absorb light, and at 450 nm, where
the ruthenium species absorbs. The absorbance ratio A280/A450
was determined for a solution of ArM2, PS, and SA, at different
time points during a photocatalytic oxygen evolution experi-
ment (t = 0, 0.5, 120 min, or dark control, Table S4†). The dark
ArM2 sample containing PS and SA showed similar ratios
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609 | 3605



Fig. 13 The stability of ArM2 under photocatalytic conditions.
Normalized (to the lambda max) UV-vis spectra measured after puri-
fication over a P6 column of ArM2 samples kept in the dark (red),
irradiated for 0.5 min (blue), 3 min (black), or 120 min (yellow) with
a 450 nm LED (18–19mW) in the photoreactor in the presence 0.3mM
[Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 and 5 mM Na2S2O8.
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compared to ArM2 without PS and SA, showing that no inter-
action of the protein and the ruthenium photosensitizer took
place prior to irradiation. Aer 0.5 min of irradiation, the A280/
A450 ratio decreased, which, in combination with the before-
mentioned ICP-MS results, indicated an increase in photosen-
sitizer breakdown product concentration with respect to CB5.
This spectral signature of the ruthenium compound was
present with each multimer of the protein as it was eluted from
the SEC column, suggesting that the ruthenium compound was
indeed attached to the protein.
3. Discussion

In this study, we analysed one of the rare, reported cases of
light-induced generation of O2 using an articial metal-
loenzyme bearing an abundant metal cofactor. For most re-
ported photoactive water oxidation systems using small-
molecule cobalt catalysts, the instability or decomposition of
the complex leads to the formation of cobalt nanoparticles or
deposits.81–86 By contrast, with ArM2 we present a system in
which nanoparticle formation is avoided.

For ArM1, photocatalytic activity was not observed in the
presence of PS, SA, and blue light. NMR data revealed that
CoSalen was likely coordinated in the binding pocket of apoCB5
between two axial histidines, H44 and H68. This bi-axial coor-
dination in the pocket of CB5 is different to what can be found
in the literature for articial haem proteins, where most of the
cofactors are coordinated only by one residue in the pocket of
the protein such that one coordination site on the metal is le
open.87,88 Bi-axial coordination leaves no free position on cobalt
to coordinate water, and while in some cases redox reactions
can take place on the ligands rather than at the metal centre,89–94

the coordination is likely the reason why ArM1 is catalytically
inactive. Other potential explanations for the inactivity are that,
while CB5 is a relatively small and open protein, either water or
the excited photosensitizer could be restricted in its ability to
3606 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 3596–3609
approach the cobalt compound. In any case, the environment
provided by the protein stabilized the complex in such a way
that in our photocatalytic conditions no active cobalt species
capable of water oxidation could be formed. By contrast, ArM2
was found to be catalytically active. Hence, the results suggest
that the exterior bound CoSalen molecules determine photo-
catalytic activity. If ArM2 carries one, inactive, CoSalen in the
haem binding pocket and up to three additional CoSalens
bound to the exterior His, maximal 3 out of 4 CoSalen per
protein are active. Indeed, the productivity of this ArM,
producing 4.24 mmol O2 with a TON per CoSalen of 24.3, is
∼75% of the productivity of free CoSalen, 5.57 mmol O2, TON of
31.8 per CoSalen, under the same conditions. Furthermore,
ArM3, binding ∼2.7 CoSalen per protein as well as haem, was
photocatalytically active under the same conditions as ArM2 but
generated less O2. This suggests that the presence of haem
negatively inuences the O2 production. It has been reported
that Fe3+ from haem bound to proteins can be oxidized by the
triplet excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]

2+ generated during photo-
catalysis and that such a redox process is reversible and might
lead to charge recombination, thereby lowering the efficacy of
photocatalysis.95,96

Further, side-reactions involving protein oxidation could
potentially lead to ArM oligomerization and reduction of the
ArM activity. Loss of tryptophan uorescence was observed aer
irradiation in the presence of PS and SA. This can be ascribed to:
(a) the reaction of singlet oxygen generated by the direct reac-
tion of the triplet forming photosensitizer;97,98 or (b) the
sulphate radical (SO4c

−) generated by 1-electron transfer from
the excited state of the photosensitizer to sodium persulfate.
SO4c

− is a strong oxidant that might induce an electron transfer
(ET) from the indole ring, leading to an oxidized, non-emissive
aromatic moiety. The presence of oxidizing species could affect
the protein fold and result in oligomerization. Oxidation of
tyrosine leading to cross-linking aer the addition of PS and SA,
in the dark has been previously observed in the literature.99,100

We observed that multimers or small aggregates present in the
PS- and SA-free ArM2 sample became resistant to denaturation
upon exposure to PS and SA in the dark as well as under irra-
diation (Fig. S16 and S17†) and to a lesser degree upon irradi-
ation of ArM2 in the absence of PS and SA (Fig. S10†). Finally,
a surprising result of irradiation of ArM2 in the presence of PS
and SA was an interaction between the PS and the protein
scaffold (Section 2.7). The PS would bind to the proteins in a 1 :
1 fashion, despite the large (6-fold) access of PS, indicating
specicity of the protein binding. The interaction may be elec-
trostatic in nature, due to the positive charge of the PS, since
apoCB5 has an overall negative charge, or dative, due to the
exchange of a bipyridine ligand under oxidative conditions with
an amino acid, e.g. histidine.12

Purication of the ArM2 sample aer photocatalysis fol-
lowed by ICP-MS revealed that CoSalen did not remain bound
to the protein in its original form. Within the rst minutes of
the start of the reaction, 3 out of 4 CoSalen had weakened
protein interactions as the compounds could be separated
from the protein through column purication. The ArM2
system, however, remained soluble and did not show
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 14 Proposed pathway of photocatalytic water oxidation using the ArM2 pre-catalyst compared to the free CoSalen pre-catalyst.
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signicant changes in particle size, which corresponded to the
size of a protein monomer or dimer, whereas free CoSalen
formed particles of ∼47 nm during photocatalysis (Fig. 10).
Hence, our results suggest that upon exposure to light, in the
presence of the PS and SA, the protein–cobalt interactions were
destabilized but in contrast to the free CoSalen system, no
large, cobalt-containing particles had formed. Thus, the arti-
cial cobalt–protein complex is a pre-catalyst, like CoSalen, but
unlike free CoSalen it forms a non-aggregated, protein-
interacting, catalytically active species (Fig. 14). The
proposed hypothesized reaction scheme is summarized in
Fig. 14: upon light activation of the CoSalen ArMs in the
presence of a PS and SA, dynamic interaction between cobalt
and the protein generates an active, soluble, adduct with
photocatalytic water-oxidation activity.
4. Conclusions

Here, a novel articial CB5 : CoSalen metalloenzyme ArM2
active for water oxidation under photocatalytic conditions, was
developed and characterized. The analogue ArM1, where
CoSalen was bound via axial histidine coordination to the haem
binding pocket of the protein, lacked catalytic activity. ArM2, in
which CoSalen binds both in the binding pocket and to the
protein exterior, showed water oxidation activity in photo-
catalytic conditions, like free CoSalen. Slightly lower activity was
observed from the ArM3 analogue that still contained haem
while CoSalen was bound to the protein exterior. In the dark,
addition of [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)2 and Na2S2O8 led to limited protein
cross-linking. However, one equivalent of the ruthenium
photosensitizer was found to interact strongly with ArM2 upon
irradiation. During photocatalysis, the protein partially
unfolded and protein–CoSalen interactions were destabilized.
Strikingly, while the CoSalen catalyst formed tens of nm sized
nanoparticles capable of performing photocatalysis, no such
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
large nanoparticles were found for the CoSalen ArMs that were
photocatalytically active while remaining soluble in aqueous,
neutral-pH solution. This work, which is among the rst studies
of articial proteins performing photocatalytic water oxidation,
shows the potential and possible advantages of protein scaf-
folds as water-soluble support of a catalytically active molecule
in the conditions of photocatalytic water oxidation.
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